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1 
ABSTRACT 
Author: Rachel Adibe Zein 
Title: An Unsettled Return: Memory and Self-Identity in Lina Meruane’s ​Volverse Palestina 
Supervising Professor: Luis E. Cárcamo-Huechante 
Chile is home to one of the largest Palestinian communities outside of the Arab world. 
Despite its significant size of more than 400,000 people, few have undertaken comprehensive 
studies of the group and the literature it has produced. This thesis explores the emergence of a 
diasporic Palestinian consciousness among members of Chile’s Palestinian community through 
an analysis of contemporary writer Lina Meruane’s chronicle, ​Volverse Palestina​ [​Becoming 
Palestinian​]​ ​(2013). I argue that Meruane’s novel approach to the diasporic Palestinian narrative 
of return ​textualizes the emergence of this consciousness in the context of Chile following the 
creation of the state of Israel in 1948. 
I will begin by providing an overview of Arab migration to Latin America, with a special 
emphasis on Palestinian migration to Chile. Following this, I will discuss literature written prior 
to 1948 by Chilean immigrants of Arab descent. I will then analyze Meruane’s text in relation to 
its treatment of collective, intergenerational, and personal memory; diaspora space and border 
writing; and the concept of return. Lastly, I conclude that in addition to its importance for the 
Palestinian community in Chile, this narrative offers a refreshingly accessible entry point into the 
history of a complex, ongoing conflict. 
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Introduction 
On May 14, 2018, the state of Israel will celebrate seventy years since its first declaration 
of independence. The very next day, Palestinians and their descendants will mourn the 70th 
anniversary of the beginning of the Nakba, or ‘the catastrophe’ — the forced expulsion of 
750,000 Palestinians from their homeland.  As the Israeli-Palestinian conflict continues into the 1
present day with few signs of peace in the future, it is impossible to know the full extent of the 
despicable events of this year. However, the Arab-Israeli War did produce at least one thing: the 
materialization of a Palestinian identity that remains distinct from those of neighboring Arab 
states. The emergence of a Palestinian consciousness following the Nakba is rendered more 
complex by the fact that the majority of Palestinians and their descendants now live in the 
diaspora, or in regions outside of the Palestinian territories.  Latin America is home to a 2
considerable Palestinian population, and specifically Chile is estimated to be about 400,000 
people in a country with a total population of more than 18 million.  3
In this thesis, I will discuss representations of Palestinian migration and memory in Chile 
by analyzing contemporary writer Lina Meruane’s chronicle, ​Volverse Palestina ​[​Becoming 
Palestinian​] (2013). I compare the work’s unconventional narrative structure and its employment 
of both personal and collective memory to Arab literature published in Chile prior to 1948. My 
1 On March 10, 1948, Zionist leaders in Palestine decided on a plan to ethnically cleanse Palestine of the native 
population. Over the next six months, more than three quarters of a million Palestinians were systematically 
expelled from their land. See Ilan Pappe, ​The Ethnic Cleansing of Palestine​, p. xiii. 
2 The Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics lists the estimated population in the Palestinian territory in 2015 as 
4,749,486 people. In comparison, the combined population of Palestinians in Arab countries and foreign countries in 
2015 was 6,145,074 people.  
3 Other regions outside of the Middle East with significant Palestinian populations include Mexico, Honduras, and 
Argentina. See Gonzalez 1992; Klich and Lesser 1998; Guzman-Marin and Zeraoui 2003. The Chilean government 
has no available statistics for the size of the country’s Palestinian community, but a population of at least 400,000 
people is often cited in the media. See “Chile se une al reconocimiento del Estado palestino,” BBC Mundo, January 
12, 2011. The figure of 18 million is based off of population projections for Chile in 2014 from the Instituto 
Nacional de Estadísticas de Chile. 
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thesis is that Lina Meruane’s chronicle textualizes the distinct emergence of a diasporic 
Palestinian consciousness in the context of Chile over the past seventy years.  This is a pivotal 4
text in the formation of a Palestinian narrative in Chile since, prior to the late 1940s, this type of 
diasporic writing as expressed in Arab literature had not yet emerged. Moreover, in her diasporic 
desire to reconnect to Palestine, Meruane’s chronicle engages what has been called the “narrative 
of return” genre in the development of Palestinian cultural production (Nasser 243).  
In order to unveil the literary and discursive strategies of Meruane’s chronicle, my 
approach will be in dialogue with Emily Hicks’ discussion of border writing as it relates to 
multi-dimensional perception across geographical and cultural spaces.  I will also discuss 5
Edward Said’s ideas about collective memory and Avtar Brah’s concept of diaspora space as 
fundamental frameworks upon which Meruane’s text rests.  First, I will provide both a personal 6
history of Meruane’s family as well as a more general history of Palestinian migration to Chile to 
place my analysis of Meruane’s text in the appropriate context. I will then briefly analyze 
personal narratives from Chile’s Arab community published prior to 1948 before moving to a 
more in-depth engagement with Meruane’s text.  
 
 
 
 
 
4 Scholar Tahia Abdel Nasser discusses how diasporic Palestinian narratives of return, such as autobiographies, 
memoirs, novels and films, “have become a feature of global Palestinian cultural reproduction that represents a 
physical return to Palestine, interrogation at the Israeli border and a visceral experience of the occupation” (243).  
5 ​See Hicks (1991). 
6 See Said (2000); and Brah (1996). 
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Historical Context 
A central component of ​Volverse Palestina​ is the intertwining of a personal, 
intergenerational recollection of a family’s immigration experience to Chile with the broader 
history of Palestinian migration to Latin America. Lina Meruane was born in Santiago and 
currently lives in New York City (2014a). Her father, who is a major voice in the text, was born 
in a small Palestinian town and raised in central Chile. Although Meruane does not discuss the 
background of her mother, she does clarify that her mother is not of Palestinian descent.  At the 7
beginning of the text, Meruane’s father expresses a reluctance to ‘return’ to his hometown and 
his Palestinian heritage, perhaps because such a task would inevitably bring up painful memories 
of generational loss and the death of family members. But as I discuss later, her father’s 
resistance to engaging in their family’s collective memory may in fact fuel Meruane’s 
motivations for meaningfully engaging in her own process of return. As we move further back in 
Meruane’s family history, we learn that her paternal grandparents were both born and raised in 
Beit Jala, a Christian town north of Bethlehem in the West Bank, and presumably emigrated to 
Chile in the 1930s, though the exact timeline of their emigration is not specified (2014b).  8
Throughout the beginning of the chronicle, Meruane intertwines this loose sketch of her paternal 
grandparents’ journey to Chile with bits of information about Palestinian migration to Latin 
America — a period of history which I will turn to next.  
7 Specific details about Meruane’s family history, such as the name of her father’s hometown and her mother’s 
ethnicity, are not provided in ​Volverse Palestina​. However, Meruane describes the town’s “shops initialed with 
letters of Palestinian surnames written in the Roman alphabet” and “a plaza with its bronze fountain and its leafy 
trees or lime trees or perhaps Lebanese cedars brought from another time,” suggesting the town has historically been 
comprised of Palestinian immigrants to Chile (15). 
8 According to the text, Meruane’s paternal grandparents moved to the central region of Chile to raise Meruane’s 
father (21).  
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The physical and cultural presence of Arab people in Chile dates back to the arrival of the 
first Spanish colonizers at the end of the 15​th​ century in the territory that is now South America. 
There was also a significant presence of Moorish slaves in the Viceroyalty of Peru, a Spanish 
colonial administrative district that was formed in 1542. The majority demographic of this group 
were Arab women, since women of Hispanic origin did not wish to cross the Atlantic at the 
beginning of the Spanish conquest. These Moors, who were called white slaves, were brought 
over to serve the ​conquistadores​’ domestic needs, but also functioned as concubines. Francisco 
de Villagra, one of the earliest governors of Chile, was himself of partial Moorish (Muslim Arab) 
descent (Arancibia et al. 16-17). 
Two centuries after Spain began colonizing the region, Philip III decreed the expulsion of 
Moors from Spain for “concerns over internal security and religious distrust,” causing many 
more Moors to travel to South America in search of a place to settle that was free of religious 
persecution (Arancibia 18). However, the most significant wave of Arab immigration to Chile 
occurred about 200 years later. In the last third of the 19​th​ century, the Ottoman Empire 
experienced an economic crisis that produced unprecedented levels of poverty and 
unemployment. This affected regions in the Levant in particular due to the area’s lack of 
commercial industries and the impossibility of expanding agricultural areas. It is estimated that 
between 1860 and 1890, around 600,000 Arabs left their homeland, and many of them traveled 
to Chile (Baeza 30). 
Around the same time as this first wave of Arab migration to Latin America, the Chilean 
government began its decades-long occupation of the territory of Mapuche People, historically 
the largest indigenous population in what is today southern Chile. Planned by Colonel Cornelio 
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Saavedra Rodríguez, this state-sanctioned colonization project of the Araucanía region lasted 
from 1862 to 1883 and resulted in the forced displacement of thousands of Mapuches; a severe 
reduction in Mapuche territory; and a significant influx of European immigrants to the region 
(Collier and Sater 96).   9
Meanwhile, in the north, the Chilean government was engaged in a five-year conflict 
against Bolivia and Peru that would come to be known as the War of the Pacific. As a result of 
the war, which occurred between 1879 and 1884, Chile annexed a considerable amount of 
resource-rich territory that had formerly been considered Bolivian and Peruvian territory (Sater 
3). As a result, immigration of Arab communities to Chile in the early twentieth century took 
place in a context that was shaped by late nineteenth-century Chilean expansionism and internal 
colonization. This process demanded both a new labor force and colonizing agents for the 
purpose of consolidating the Chilean nation-state. 
On the other hand, as Arab emigration to Latin America increased, conflict in the Levant 
was also on the rise. Just a few years before the start of World War I, Muslim Turkish authorities 
implemented a series of reforms, one of which included a conscription law that revoked any 
exemptions enjoyed by Arab Christian citizens from military service. During the war, more than 
one hundred thousand men were conscripted into service from the areas that would become the 
Mandates of Palestine, Syria, and Lebanon (Masters 217).  
While increased conscription levels partially explains why the vast majority of 
immigrants to Chile during and after World War I were young, single Christian men, the second 
key motivation for migration was the availability of work abroad. Most of the emigrants from the 
9 The historian Baldomero Estrada has shown that between 1883 and 1890, more than 5,600 immigrants settled in 
Araucanía, the majority of which were of Swiss, German, French, and English descent. See “Colonización y 
civilización europea en la Frontera: el caso de la colonia Nueva Italia” (244-245). 
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Levant found work in Latin America as traveling merchants and traders, filling a void in Latin 
America’s retail trade sector (Baeza 60).  Most families compiled all the money they had to send 
their sons away, but even this only bought a third-class ticket on the 60-day journey across the 
Atlantic. After arriving in Buenos Aires, the migrants traveled to Mendoza, then crossed the 
Andes on the backs of mules (Arancibia et al. 55).  
Although Palestinians comprised the majority of Arab emigration to Chile, their 
motivations for migration prior to 1918 did not initially differ much from those of migrants 
arriving from places like Lebanon and Syria. The scholar Cecilia Baeza notes that prior to the 
1920s, Palestinian immigrants identified more readily with their hometowns (Beit Jala and the 
area around Bethlehem) and their religion (Christianity) than their identity as Palestinians. This 
began to change after World War I, when Palestinians living under British mandate longed for 
the statehood and began to suffer the effects of Jewish communities settling in Palestine as a part 
of the Zionist project. Across the Atlantic, Chileans of Palestinian descent began to recognize the 
struggle of those still living in the homeland, with several Arab-owned newspapers and 
committees expressing their solidarity with the Palestinian cause as early as the 1920s (Arancibia 
et al. 115). These public expressions of solidarity and the emergence of a ‘Palestinian 
consciousness’ amongst Chileans may have been partially influenced by the difficulty of travel 
between Palestine and Chile under the British Mandate. Prior to 1917, Palestinians born in Latin 
America had traveled back and forth between their two ‘homes’ every few years. Under British 
Mandate, however, temporary visits and permanent returns to the homeland were made much 
more difficult (Baeza 64).  
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In the 1940s, the number of Arab newspapers and magazines in Chile began to increase. 
Despite these tangible advances, ‘turcophobia,’ a form of social discrimination that references 
the name given to all Ottoman immigrants from the Levant, still persisted in Chilean society, as 
European immigrants and Chileans of Spanish descent were unable to decide whether the Arab 
immigrants were white nor not (Baeza 60). Further, middle-class Chileans expressed distaste for 
the second generation of Arab immigrants who built upon their parents’ hard-earned wealth by 
constructing palaces and driving luxury cars (Arancibia et al. 148). Around this time, white 
criollo ​Chileans began to use the derogatory word ​turco​ to refer to Chileans of Arab descent who 
worked as tradespeople and traveling salesmen (Baeza 60).  Benedicto Chuaqui, a Chilean 10
immigrant of Chilean descent, discusses the term in his memoir ​Memorias de un emigrante 
(1942): 
Seguramente, el instinto que hay en cada ser humano me hizo comprender, mucho antes 
de conocer el idioma, el sentido despectivo que aquí en Chile se le ha dado a la palabra 
turco. La gente culta sabe demasiado que es éste un prejuicio sin ninguna base. Y es 
probable que la impotencia en que me hallaba para explicar las cualidades y la historia de 
mi raza, me causaran indecible amargura al oír el tono con que los chilenos decían: es 
turco. (Chuaqui 271) 
In this passage, Chuaqui illuminates how anti-Arab sentiments formed an integral part of 
his immigration experience to Chile. He describes the word ​turco​ as a derogatory term “​sin 
ninguna base​” (“baseless”), but as Antonia Rebolledo Hernández explains, usage of the word to 
describe Arab Chileans carried with it two insults at once. In addition to not corresponding to the 
10 Baeza defines the term ​criollo​ as a native-born white or light-skinned ​mestizo​ individual of Hispanic descent. 
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immigrants’ actual nationalities, the term ​turco​ identified the immigrants with their original 
oppressors, the Ottoman Turks (Rebolledo Hernández 250).  Prior to 1947, this term could refer 11
to Chileans of Palestinian, Syrian or Lebanese descent. However, after the partition of Palestine 
that same year, the term Palestinian took on a new connotation, as those from the territory no 
longer had valid passports and were a stateless people. The events of the Nakba the following 
year produced a wave of Palestinian migration around the world. Palestinian migration  Chile 
was no exception. In fact, the increased Palestinian presence in Chile directly influenced the 
decision-making process of Chilean ambassadors to foreign affairs. When the United Nations 
General Assembly voted on the resolution to partition Palestine in November 1947, Chilean 
members of the Assembly abstained from voting, as did other Latin American countries with 
significant Palestinian immigrant populations.  Although the movement of Chilean Palestinians 12
was restricted under British Mandate, it was made much more difficult after 1948, since the 
creation of the state of Israel essentially erased Palestinian nationality and the ability to obtain 
passports. As Baeza notes, many second-generation Chilean-Palestinians did not even bother to 
obtain Palestinian citizenship, and those who did struggle to claim or reclaim their nationality 
often failed to do so (65).  
11 Turcophobia​ ​in Chile can be understood as one part of a larger issue of racism in Chile that persists to this day.​ ​In 
the prologue to ​Racismo en Chile: La piel como marca de la inmigración​ edited by María Emilia Tijoux, Faride 
Zeran, a Chilean writer and cultural journalist of Palestinian and Syrian descent, says that, based on the results of a 
2013 survey conducted by the National Institute of Human Rights, 41.5% of Chileans identify with the idea that 
“Chile is a country that is more developed than its neighbors because there are fewer indigenous people” (11). In her 
essay, Zeran argues that racism in Chile is intricately linked with the country’s attitude toward immigrants, 
including but not limited to Chileans of Middle Eastern, Haitian and Venezuelan descent. She unveils the racist 
ways in which, even today, Arabs are treated as “etnia proclive a los fanatismos” on Chilean public television, 
reflecting a long history of turcophobia in the country (Zeran 13).  
12 ​See United Nations General Assembly Resolution 181 (II), November 29, 1947. Chile, El Salvador, Honduras, 
Mexico, and Argentina were among the ten countries who abstained from voting on the resolution. See “United 
Nations Voting Record of General Assembly Resolution 181 (II). 
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After a decrease in engagement with Palestinian self-identification in the 1950s, 
‘Palestinianness’ among Chileans of Palestinian descent re-emerged with the rise of a generation 
of Chilean intellectuals of Palestinian descent in the 1960s and the opening of the Chilean branch 
of the Palestine Information Office in 1978.  A little more than 20 years later, in 2001, the 13
Palestine Bethlehem 2000 Foundation, a charity organization that provides relief for children in 
Palestine, was created by wealthy Chilean-Palestinian businessmen (Baeza 68). This 
organization also publishes ​Al Damir​, a monthly magazine which highlights the 
accomplishments of Chileans of Palestinian descent, and one that Lina Meruane references in 
Volverse Palestina​ while describing a past conversation with one of her Palestinian aunts 
(Meruane 13). 
The most recent events within Chile’s Palestinian community concern its involvement in 
Palestinian politics, a movement that is forefronted by the General Union of Palestinian Students 
(UGEP). As Siri Schwabe describes in her dissertation “Promised Lands: Memory, Politics, and 
Palestinianness in Santiago de Chile,” in 2014, UGEP was quick to organize public protests in 
downtown Santiago following a series of attacks on the Gaza Strip known as Operation 
Protective Edge. While this level of engagement with the Palestinian cause in public spaces is 
significantly higher than it was in years past, Schwabe notes that protests like those following 
Operation Protective Edge fit within what she calls a ‘repertoire of protest,’ or demonstrations 
that “highlighted the political potential in the meeting between people and public space” (169).  
Keeping this brief summary of Palestinian immigration and presence in Chile in mind, I 
will now briefly turn to Arab literature published in Chile prior to 1948.  
13 Paradoxically, this office opened during the rule of the Pinochet military dictatorship. As Baeza notes, “the 
‘Palestinian revolution’ powerfully echoed the political struggles of the left in Latin America,” and some members 
of the community even denounced other Palestinian Club members to the Chilean political police. Baeza, p. 66. 
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Arab Narratives in Chilean Literature Pre-1948 
The 1940s was a crucial decade for the Arab collective in Chile. In 1941, Ahmad Hassan 
Matter published ​Guía social de la Colonia Árabe en Chile: Siria, Palestina, Libanesa​, an 
incredibly detailed census of the Arab community in Chile at the time. The work lists nearly 
3,000 Arab families — around 1,200 of whom are Palestinian — and quickly became an 
essential guide for members of the community who wished to know more about their ancestors 
(Arancibia et al. 146). A year later, the Syrian-born Chilean writer Benedicto Chuaqui published 
Memorias de un emigrante​, a lengthy narrative about his experiences of migration to South 
America from Homs, Syria and his assimilation into Chilean society. Around the same time, 
Arab institutions, locales and shops were founded across the country. These were places where 
Arab immigrants, especially those of the first generation, “found a fragment of their distant land 
and shared the vicissitudes of their successes and failures with joy and pain” (Arancibia et al 
146). The scholar Rodrigo Cánovas writes that figures like Chuaqui and Mattar “wrote to 
memorialize a shared genesis, to install as a focus of regressive attraction, a magnet that still 
contained part of their being” (196).  Chuaqui, who wrote the prologue to Mattar’s census, links 14
the continued success and growth of the Arab population in Chile to their ‘Arab blood: 
Y es que, por medio de sus datos, podemos cerciorarnos que los árabes en Chile han 
logrado inocular no sólo su espíritu en el alma de la propia chilenidad sino que por medio 
del sentimiento del amor, se han unido en la sangre, aportando, de esta manera, una fuerte 
contribución vital a la raza de este país. (Mattar 6) 
14 Henceforth, translations of quotes from sources in Spanish — such as Cánovas’ text — are my own. Nevertheless, 
quotes from primary sources will be kept in the original Spanish in order to preserve linguistic nuances that are 
crucial to my analysis.  
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Importantly, Chuaqui doesn’t emphasize the importance of maintaining the national 
identities of the immigrants within Chile’s Arab community, but rather focuses on their Arabness 
as a unifying feature. He refers to the community as the ​pueblo árabe​, as opposed to 
communities and towns that are specifically Palestinian, Lebanese or Syrian in makeup. Chuaqui 
ends the prologue by summarizing the main accomplishment of Mattar’s social guide: “en las 
páginas [del libro] está demostrado, en forma palpable y viva, de cómo se ha aclimatado el árabe 
con la chilenidad” (Mattar 7).  
Chuaqui’s references to the ‘Arab’ identity of the community rather than identities based 
on immigrants’ nation of origin is not entirely surprising. As I noted earlier, the economic and 
social factors that spurred so much Palestinian migration to Chile prior to the 1940s were not 
dissimilar from the same reasons Lebanese and Syrians chose to emigrate to Latin America. 
What’s more, in the list of Chilean towns and their Arab residents that follows Chuaqui’s 
introduction, Mattar first lists the hometown of the immigrants, followed by their home ‘country’ 
in parentheses. This trend is also present in the names of the existing social institutions of the 
time. For example, more than half of the social institutions in existence at the time the guide was 
published are simply titled “Centro Árabe” or some iteration thereof: Mattar includes 
information about the “Centro Árabe de Concepción,” the “Sociedad Árabe de Curico,” and the 
“Sociedad de las Señoras Árabes,” for example. It is important to note that the countries of 
Lebanon and Syria had not yet gained independence at the time the ​guía social​ was published — 
Lebanon gained independence from France two years later, in 1943, and the last French troops 
left Syria in 1946 — which may partially explain why a stronger adherence to ethnic origin, 
rather than national identity, was emphasized. 
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Border Writing 
Emily Hicks’ understanding of ‘border writing’ is a useful model for analyzing the 
shifting perspectives presented throughout ​Volverse Palestina​. Hicks argues that border writing 
allows the reader to practice multidimensional perception and non-synchronous memory, with 
‘multidimensional perception’ referring to the ability to see not just from one side of a border, 
but from the other side as well (Hicks xxiii). Throughout the chronicle, Meruane shifts between 
different temporal, visual, and interpersonal perspectives, often crossing physical and cultural 
borders to do so. For example, the first tangible visual image that Meruane presents readers is not 
one from her point of view, nor one from her home country of Chile. Instead, she writes from the 
perspective of her father, the son of a Palestinian immigrant, as he looks at the border of Egypt 
and Gaza: 
Una vez estuvo en Egipto. Desde El Cairo dirigió sus ojos ya viejos hacia el este y los 
sostuvo un momento en el punto lejano donde podría ubicarse Palestina. Soplaba el 
viento, se levantaba un arenal de película, y pasaban junto a él centenares de bulliciosos 
turistas de zapatillas y pantalones cortos, turistas llenos de paquetes, rodeados de guías y 
de intérpretes. (Meruane 11) 
In this description, the separation of perspective is threefold: it happens in the past, in a 
body that is not her own, and near the border of a country that is almost entirely foreign to her. 
Significantly, the first perspective of Palestine that Meruane provides is one that looks at the 
territory from the outside. This perspective is not just a representation of her own positionality in 
relation to Palestine, but that of her family, as well. In this scene, Meruane’s father is as distant 
and closed off from his parents’ homeland as tourists who have connection with the place. By 
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mentioning the ‘bulliciosos turistas’ that surround her father with their packets, guides and 
interpreters, Meruane highlights the sharp contrast between her father, who embodies the history 
of Palestinians who have tried to return with no success, and the consumers of the Western 
tourism industry who regard the region and its people with a fundamentally Orientalist lens.  
In addition to exposing the cultural distance between her father and the tourists in Egypt, 
Meruane also alludes to a strong emotional divide between her father and her mother. While the 
two are on vacation, Meruane’s mother suggests that the two of them take a trip to the West 
Bank,  
como si fuera ella la palestina. Después de tantos años juntos así había llegado a sentirse, 
parte de ese clan rumoroso. Pero mi padre se dio la vuelta y caminó en dirección opuesta. 
No iba a someterse al interrogatorio de la frontera israelí o a sus frecuentes puestos de 
control. No iba a exponerse a ser tratado como sospecha. A ser llamado extranjero en una 
tierra que considera suya, porque ahí sigue, todavía invicta, la casa de su padre; ahí, del 
otro lado, se encuentra esa herencia de la que nadie nunca hizo posesión efectiva. 
(Meruane 12) 
The juxtaposition of her mother’s desire to visit Palestine with her father’s choice to “turn 
in the opposite direction” uncovers one of the most unique characteristics of the Palestinian 
diaspora in Chile and elsewhere. For many Palestinians living in the diaspora, a successful return 
to the territory is simply not possible under Israeli law.  For others, like Meruane’s father, the 15
idea of a trip back to Palestine carries a heavy emotional burden full of longing, bitterness, and 
15 ​On December 11, 1948, the United Nations passed General Assembly Resolution 194, which included an article 
approving of the Palestinian right to return after the Arab-Israeli War. However, General Assembly resolutions are 
not binding under international law. In contrast, the Israeli Law of Return was passed on July, 5, 1950 and gives 
Jews and their spouses the right to live in Israel and apply for Israeli citizenship, regardless of where they are from. 
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perhaps for the children of immigrants, a strong feeling of shame. For example, by mentioning 
that no one has returned to her grandfather’s house to make effective possession of it, perhaps 
she is alluding to her own father’s shame at never attempting to return. The explanation of why 
her father has no desire to return also foreshadows future events in the text. When Meruane 
eventually does visit Palestine, she experiences harassment and discrimination from a Jewish cab 
driver who holds anti-Arab prejudices. Although the memory of this trip to Egypt is her parents’, 
it’s clear that their memories will be fundamental components of her own journey to the West 
Bank in the future. 
In these two brief scenes, Meruane exhibits all three of Hicks’ categorizations of border 
writing: first, deterritorialized writing; second, political writing; and third, a product of collective 
enunciation. In Hicks’ understanding of the word, ‘deterritorialized’ refers not just to a subject’s 
physical location outside of their home country, but to their marginalization and separation from 
their home country’s culture, as well. This classification is a suitable description of Meruane, as 
she is a Chilean-born woman with Palestinian heritage who currently lives in New York City. 
Hicks notes that the border to which she refers is not physical, but cultural: “it depicts, therefore, 
a kind of realism that approaches the experience of border crossers, those who live in a bilingual, 
bicultural, biconceptual reality (in a) country that does not necessarily share a border with the 
host country” (xxv). 
The first scene of ​Volverse​ is also fraught with political tension. Meruane describes her 
father’s sensation of standing in a crowd of tourists in Egypt while staring at Gaza: “Esa Gaza 
pegada a Egipto se sentía distante y distinta de Beit Jala. Cercada. Acosada. Musulmana y algo 
ajena” (Meruane 11). The description of Gaza as “​pegada​” or “stuck” to Egypt could refer not 
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just to the territory’s literal, geographic position, but to its political relationship to Egypt, as well. 
Further, Meruane’s father feels that this Gaza is closed off to him, a Chilean of Palestinian 
descent, as it is to many Palestinians around the world due to Israel’s refusal to grant citizenship 
to those who fled or were expelled from their homes during the Nakba.  
Hicks’ third classification of border writing is literature produced by collective 
enunciation. This is another apt description of ​Volverse Palestina​ due to Meruane’s consistent 
reliance upon memory to construct the narrative. The very first scene that Meruane describes is a 
memory from her father’s past, but its significance is closely related to the present, and 
specifically, to her own experience. The title of the first section of the chronicle, “​volveres 
prestados​,” (“borrowed returns”) further supports this idea: these returns to Palestine, even if 
they are only returns to old memories, are not her own. However, she is the one who will piece 
them together and give them significance — a fact that is crucial later in the text, when Meruane 
reveals that her enthusiasm for this process of ‘returning’ through the practice of collective 
memory is not exactly shared amongst other members of her family, and is most notably rejected 
by her father. It is this notion of memory, and specifically, an ambiguous, unsettled collective 
memory, that I will analyze next. 
 
Collective Memory: Returning to the Past in the Unsettled Present 
Meruane’s chronicle can be viewed as an entry into that long-denied collective 
Palestinian narrative, not only because it includes memories from multiple generations of 
Palestinian descendants, but also for its careful consideration of geography and space. As 
implied by the title of the work, Meruane’s chronicle is based on the idea of return. This return 
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takes on many forms: a mental return to memories long neglected; a physical return to her 
father’s hometown in the north of Chile; as well as Meruane’s ‘return,’ or short trip, to Palestine 
in the last part of the text. But the form of return that plays the greatest role in pushing the 
chronicle forward is the idea of a return through memory. Toward the beginning of the text, 
Meruane describes the precarity of this process of return: 
Otra tarde en Chile le propongo a mi padre empezar a retroceder, lentamente. Refrescar 
esos lugares que hemos dejado a la deriva, de los que nos fuimos yendo sin volver la vista 
atrás. Él, como antes sus padres la Beit Jala natal, abandonó hace mucho la pequeña 
ciudad de provincia donde nació. Y yo, como ellos, me largué también. [...] Que 
regresemos a su ciudad y su vieja casa todavía en pie, le digo, para desempolvarlas, para 
parchar nosotros nuestro recuerdo. (Meruane 14-15) 
In this passage, Meruane alludes to a conflation of memory and geography. She describes 
revisiting to her Palestinian roots as a physical act — “​retroceder​” (“to return”) — and one that 
must be undertaken slowly. Memories themselves are conceptualized as places that, with effort, 
can serve as destinations to be explored. However, Meruane is in no way suggesting that the 
process will be easy. She says these ‘places,’ or memories, were left “without looking back,” 
implying that her family’s initial departure from their homeland was incredibly difficult and 
perhaps held an element of shame. What did it take for Meruane’s grandparents to leave behind 
their respective families in Beit Jala? Did they not look back because they couldn’t bear to see 
their own family remain behind and continue experiencing the economic hardships of the period? 
Meruane admits that she herself had distanced herself from her heritage. This might explain why 
the memories must be ‘dusted off,’ as she says, and why they are “nuestro recuerdo” and not 
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individual memories: although a great deal of time has passed since those memories were first 
formed, it’s not too late to ‘clean them up’ and see them as they really are. Doing so, however, 
will require collective participation between herself, her father, and other members of her family. 
As I have noted, the idea of return has particularly important significance for Palestinians 
in the diaspora. Edward Said writes that the most prominent pattern in thought about the 
geography of Palestine has been the idea of return, both for Palestinians who were forced to 
leave their homes due to conflict, as well as for Israeli Jews who see the territory as their 
God-given ‘homeland’ (191). He describes how the process of ‘collective memory’ has 
historically been used by Israel for political purposes. Specifically, it is frequently employed to 
justify the Zionist project which required the expulsion of Palestinians from their homes. In 
crafting this narrative, Israel “obliterated any possibility of a Palestinian narrative, in large part 
because certain key components of the Israeli story stressed certain geographic characteristics of 
Palestine itself” (Said 184). In direct contrast to the typical Zionist trope of “making the desert 
(Palestine) bloom,” Meruane describes the occupied spaces as they really are: that her 
grandfather’s ‘patio de juegos’ in Palestine has been converted into a space of “alambres de púa 
y los escombros” with “troncos de añosos olivos rebanados a ras de suelo o convertidos en 
muñones” (Meruane 12). By describing the occupied territories in this way, Meruane is actively 
rejecting Zionist projections of Palestine as a haven for Jews and instead reveals the 
fundamentally settler colonial nature of the Zionist project. When Meruane herself travels to 
Palestine, her family members describe to her how settlements, walls and highways prevent 
Palestinian communities within close proximity to each other from meeting together, and that “su 
mapa está lleno de interrupciones y las ciudades se han vuelto en espacios sofocantes de los que 
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cuesta salir” (56). Her family members note that although some Palestinian families have 
managed to leave the West Bank to see the Mediterranean Sea, almost all Palestinians currently 
living within occupied territories have never seen the water. Lina stops and thinks to herself: “El 
mar, repito, de pronto recordado que Tel Aviv está construida al borde del océano” (Meruane 
56). After only a few days in Palestine, Meruane had forgotten how close the West Bank is to the 
sea. Perhaps this proximity reminded her of Santiago’s distance relative to the Pacific Ocean, and 
how her own conception of space might have been warped if that path in Chile had been dotted 
with roadblocks and checkpoints.  
In addition to contrasting the actual geography of Palestine with its typical Zionist 
characterizations, Meruane uses geography and space as links that solidify her own memory and 
that of her Palestinian ancestors. She describes a trip back to her father’s hometown, originally a 
Palestinian village, noting 
las varas de recortados parronales moviéndose en dirección contraria, recordándome la 
hipnosis que ese paisaje de rápidos palitroques solía provocar en mí. Abro la ventana para 
llenarme de un aire silvestre que me irrita los pulmones. Respirar el campo, ahora, es una 
forma de intoxicación. Otra forma es esto retroceso. La incursión en un tiempo que ya no 
existe. (Meruane 16-17)  
The trees, the snowy mountain range, and even the “wild air” all ground Meruane in the 
process of returning, and also allow her to connect with the immigration journey of her 
ancestors. But by describing the car ride as “intoxicating,” Meruane suggests that this trip in’t 
necessarily an easy or joyful experience. Being in a state of intoxication often renders one 
confused, lost, and without direction. The physical return to her father’s hometown mentally 
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throws her back into a time that no longer exists, a time that she herself has few ties to besides 
her family blood ties. Later, she describes the first Palestinian migrants “bajo el mismo sol 
macerante cruzando juntos la cordillera a lomo de mulas” (Meruane 18). The acknowledgement 
of the emotional distance that separates Meruane from both her Palestinian ancestors as well as 
the first Palestinian immigrants to Chile exposes some of the more implicit aspects of Meruane’s 
fledgling identity as a Chilean of Palestinian descent. She is admitting, in a way, that although 
she aspires to explore her Palestinian heritage through this process of return, her own identity as 
Palestinian and her connection to the Palestinian immigrant experience is somewhat distant from 
her own lived experienced.  
Meruane was not raised in Palestine or even in a Palestinian village in Chile, but was 
instead reared as a “chilena común y corriente” (Meruane 12). By acknowledging this physical 
and emotional distance that separates her from her Palestinianness at the beginning of this 
journey, Meruane begins to forge an organic connection to Palestine that involves her active 
participation and engagement with the Palestinian experience. Further, she positions herself as an 
independent self capable of traveling between memories in the past and in the present, relying on 
collective memory to do so.  
This process of memory recollection and formation can be understood as a means by 
which Meruane not only builds upon her existing identities, but also creates a new identity for 
herself as a Chilean woman who identifies with her Palestinian roots. Amélie Oksenberg Rorty 
argues that the final criterion of identity is the conscious possession of experiences, and that the 
memory of these experiences helps to establish the self (546). At the beginning of the text, 
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Meruane insists that the process of “returning” to her Palestinian identity does not belong to her, 
but to her father and her grandfather: 
Me digo: no sería un volver sino apenas un visitar una tierra en la que nunca estuve, de la 
que no tengo ni una sola imagen propia. Lo palestino ha sido siempre para mí un rumor 
de fondo, un relato al que se acude para salvar un origen compartido de la extinción. No 
sería un regreso mío, repito. Sería un regreso prestado, en el lugar de otro. De mi abuelo, 
acaso. De mi padre. (Meruane 11) 
Meruane’s use of the word ‘visit’ over ‘return’ implies that both her trip to Palestine and 
her exploration of her heritage are temporary pursuits. After all, she seems to suggest, how can 
she return to Palestine if she has never actually been there herself? She briefly entertains the idea 
that she must have her own image of the region in order to for her experience to classify as a 
‘return’. But as she discovers throughout the text, images and memories of Palestine are 
fundamentally rooted in the collective minds of its people, rather than individual selves. This 
collectivity of memory is based in the events 1948, or the ethnic cleansing of Palestinians during 
the creation of the state of Israel. The Israeli scholar Ilan Pappe conceptualizes ethnic cleansing 
as “an effort to render an ethnically mixed country homogenous by expelling a particular group 
of people and turning them into refugees while demolishing the homes they were driven out 
from” (3). This collective experience of unimaginable pain and suffering inevitably forms a 
significant part of the global Palestinian identity — which includes the identity of Palestinians 
who had already left the territory. When Meruane refers to Palestine and its people as a “​rumor 
de fondo​” (“background rumor”), perhaps she is alluding to the gradual degradation of the 
collective memory of the Nakba over the past seventy years; once a fresh, open wound, the event 
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is now a fuzzy memory, destined to become increasingly unclear as the generation of Nakba 
survivors pass away. By referring to the story of the Nakba and the Palestinian experience as one 
that must be kept alive to prevent its extinction, Meruane suggests that collective memory is not 
only a beneficial practice for connecting herself to her Palestinian roots, but an obligatory one. 
However, it’s important to question whether Meruane’s own self shifted after the process 
of gathering the memories and experiences of her Palestinian family. Rorty asks if it is possible 
to “transfer or to alienate memory without destroying the self” (546). In Meruane’s case, I argue 
that her past self was not destroyed by this process; rather, the collective memories she sought 
out built upon her existing identity. The beginning of the chronicle implies that although 
Meruane hoped to connect with the experiences of her ancestors and living family members, she 
understood the distance separating her own self from her family’s memories. I think of her 
process of memory collection and recollection not as a memory transfer, but as the stacking of 
memories onto one another. These shared experiences don’t detract from Meruane’s identity as a 
Santiago-born woman living in New York, but rather build onto them. At the end of the 
chronicle, Meruane is asked by her friend in Palestine to return someday, to which she responds: 
no sé si pueda ​(“I don’t know if I can”). Although she doesn’t narrate her return trip to the U.S., 
one assumes from this comment alone that she will most likely return to New York to continue 
her life there. In other words, the transferral of collective memory, and her own formation of new 
memories, did not destroy Meruane’s existing self.  
Perhaps the formation of her new self can be understood as a re-building of a Palestinian 
identity that was lost between the generations of Meruane’s family. This may have occurred for a 
number of regions: distinct historical events that erased the possibility of collective memory, 
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such as the burning of a Palestinian church where her father’s birth certificate was located 
(Meruane 20); her family’s move to Santiago and away from the Palestinian village where her 
father grew up; or her family’s failure to continue engaging in collective memory through shared 
traditions, oral storytelling, and other aspects of her Palestinian heritage. Meruane provides 
evidence for this third explanation toward the beginning of the text when she describes the 
struggle of getting her father to speak about his own past. The practice of collective memory 
requires the participation of more than one self. At times, Meruane’s father is hesitant, and 
Meruane compares the process of reviving their memory with words like ​salvar​ (“to save”) and 
resucitar​ (“to resurrect”), implying the memory is on the verge of dying (16). Further, by making 
reference to resurrection and salvation, ideas that are intimately connected to the Christian faith, 
Meruane implicitly links the personal memories of her family memories with those of the greater 
Palestinian community in Chile, since the majority of Palestinian immigrants were Christian. 
Meruane often blurs the distinction between her family’s memories and the collective memory of 
Chile’s Palestinian community to comment on its current state. For example, when Meruane’s 
father retells of the story of his parents’ meeting on a trip back to his hometown, Meruane notes 
how  
Mi padre parece de pronto cansado de repetir la historia que ya conocemos o quizá no 
tiene más que agregar. Se queda mudo con mi madre al lado, abstraída o adormilada ella, 
sus pies desnudos apoyados sobre el tablero del auto. Mis hermanos van a mi lado, cada 
uno mirando por la ventana. Vamos como solemos cuando estamos juntos, distraídos en 
las sucesivas curvas del camino con la cabeza en cualquier parte. (Meruane 20). 
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Of concern here is the generic apathy among her family members, and specifically, the 
mental distance of her brothers. Although it’s unclear whether this trip occurred when Meruane 
was already an adult or when she was still a child, it’s clear that her siblings — the next 
generation of Chileans of Palestinian descent, and the selves that are most vulnerable to the loss 
of collective memory — have already begun to separate themselves from the memories and 
identity of their ancestors.  
 
The Palestinian Diaspora & Diasporic Space in Chile 
I understand the term diaspora through the broad meaning as defined by Walker Connor: 
that segment of a people living outside of a homeland (16). However, I find William Safran’s six 
extensions of Connor’s definition to be useful for analyzing the Palestinian diaspora in Chile. 
Safran adds that 
First, members of a diaspora have been dispersed from one ‘center’ to two or more 
‘peripheral’ regions; second, they retain a collective memory, vision, or myth about their 
original homeland (its physical location, history); third, they believe they are not (or 
cannot be) fully accepted by their host society and so feel partly alienated and insulated 
from it; fourth, they think of their ancestral homeland as their true, ideal home & the 
place to which they should return; fifth, they believe they should be committed to 
maintaining or restoring the original homeland and to its safety & prosperity; and sixth, 
they continue to relate or connect to that homeland. (83)  
It’s important to note that not all communities have to fit all six of these additional 
components to classify as a diaspora; in fact, the fourth extension of Connor’s definition is 
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especially not the case for Chile’s Palestinian diaspora, which is one of the ways this community 
differs from other Palestinian diasporas around the world. However, the third addition does apply 
to the Palestinian community in Chile, and even more broadly to the Arab community in Chile as 
a whole. In addition to loss of the Arabic language, Palestinian emigration to Latin America was 
defined by ethnic discrimination. As it was mentioned previously, European immigrants who 
were already established in the region referred to Chile’s first Palestinian migrants as ​turcos​, a 
generic slur that referred to migrants of Arab, Jewish, Greek, and Armenian backgrounds (Baeza 
60). Upper-class Chileans were particularly discriminatory toward Palestinian immigrants in 
Chile, because they had an ideal stereotype of race based in European ideology. Specifically, 
they were unable to decide whether or not Palestinians were white (Baeza 60).  
Meruane’s description of the first time Palestinian migrants crossed the Andes from 
Argentina into Chile also exemplifies Avtar Brah’s concept of diaspora as a ‘composite’ entity, 
or one in which “multiple journeys may configure into one journey via a ​confluence of narratives 
as it is lived and re-lived, produced, reproduced and transformed through individual as well as 
collective memory and re-memory” (180). In the text, Meruane pairs the description of this 
crucial moment in her people’s history to her own ‘journey’ back to her father’s hometown by 
way of car, with an appropriate concession: 
Nuestra travesía carece del dramatismo que el viaje a este valle tuvo para los primeros 
inmigrantes. Pienso en la historia de esos periplos prometedores pero sobre todo penosos 
. . . Se fueron arrastrando los unos a los otros a las Américas y a Chile en asombrosas 
cantidades; fundaron en cada punto del valle entre las cordilleras la leyenda de que la 
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nueva tierra tenía una alma siria o libanesa o palestina que les permitiría imitar la vida tal 
y como era, como ya no sería nunca. (Meruane 17) 
By referencing the ‘legend’ of a Syrian, Lebanese, or Palestinian soul in the Andean 
mountains, Meruane alludes to the fact that prior to 1948, Palestinian identity in Chile was more 
or less indistinguishable from the experiences of other Arab immigrants the country. This 
understanding aligns with the narratives of Chilean immigrants like Ahmad Hassan Mattar and 
Benedicto Chuaqui — as highlighted earlier — who wrote to preserve the collective Arab 
migration experience to Chile, rather than a specific Palestinian or Syrian memory. Meruane also 
acknowledges the pain and drama of her ancestors’ journey as fundamental aspects of their 
identities. Although Palestinians were not yet being ethnically cleansed from the region on a 
large scale, they did have to make the incredibly difficult choice to leave home — a choice that 
has directly affected the trajectory of Meruane’s life. 
While Brah cautions against conflating border theory with analysis of border writing, I 
find that the concept of a ‘composite’ diaspora is a useful framework for analyzing this chronicle 
since Meruane’s description of Palestinian migrants’ journey to Chile is so heavily based in 
historical fact. Further, Brah argues that all diasporic journeys are experienced through multiple 
modalities, one of which is generational (200). This idea is fundamental to the construction of 
the narrative in ​Volverse Palestina​, as every single progression that Meruane makes toward 
reclaiming her Palestinian heritage is made possible by tapping into her family’s collective 
memory. 
In summing up her historical findings regarding Palestinian migration and assimilation in 
Chile, Baeza cautions against summarizing the entire community as a ‘diaspora,’ due to great 
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amount of diversity among expatriated Palestinians in Chile (69). She also notes how the idea of 
‘return’ does not hold the same amount of significance to Palestinians in Latin America as it does 
for Palestinian refugees in Middle Eastern countries like Lebanon, Jordan, and Syria, since most 
Chileans of Palestinian descent no longer wish to return to the homeland or even have much 
connection to it. While I wholly agree that the unique character of Chile’s Palestinian community 
— and specifically, the overwhelming lack of desire to return among its members — render use 
of the word ‘diaspora’ ill-fitting, I do find that Brah’s concept of ‘diaspora space’ is a useful 
framework for describing the group. Brah argues that the conventional understanding of diaspora 
focuses too much on the journey that the word implies. With the emergence of political borders 
and the increased facilitation of international travel, she suggests describing the places with 
diaspora populations as diaspora spaces, or those that include the entanglement of genealogies of 
dispersion with those of ‘staying put’” (Brah 178). 
 
The Role and Figuration of the Self 
A significant portion of Meruane’s short chronicle describes her experiences with taxi 
drivers,  both in New York and in Israel. We can read Lina’s experiences of riding in a taxi as a 
metaphor for Lina’s personal journey toward acceptance of her Palestinian identity. The first taxi 
driver mentioned in the text, a Palestinian named Jaser from a small town in the West Bank, 
drives Lina to the airport in New York before she travels to Spain on a business trip. Meruane 
describes how she initially mistakes Jaser for a Dominican or an Ecuadorian, but upon picking 
up an Arab accent in his Spanish and after looking at him through the cab’s rearview mirror, she 
recognizes “los ojos de mi abuelo que me sonríen” (27). Meruane explains that she, too, is of 
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Palestinian descent, and Jaser asks her if she has ever been. Later on in the narrative, after 
Meruane returns from her short trip, she prepares for a trip to Chile and calls for another “gypsy 
taxi driver.” Despite the hundreds of Latino taxi drivers in the north side of Manhattan, she says, 
Jaser is the one to answer her call and ends up driving her to the airport again. He asks her if she 
will be traveling to Palestine this time around, and we learn that Jaser himself still has family 
living within the West Bank. He describes how his family 
se aferró a lo poco que les queda porque eso es lo que hay que hacer ahora, dice. 
Aferrarse a lo que queda de palestina para evitar que desaparezca . . . Este es el momento 
de quedarse, es el momento de volver. Pero usted está aquí, igual que yo, observo. 
¡Alguien tiene que mandarles la plata!, responde en su castellano dominicano lleno de 
arabescos. (Meruane 30) 
The sheer improbability of Meruane calling the exact same taxi driver twice, let alone 
one who is also a Latino of Palestinian descent, lends one to think that perhaps Jaser doesn’t 
actually exist. Rorty says that ‘figures’ are defined by their place in an unfolding drama and that 
special attention is given to one or two physical details in order to make their presence more 
salient (541). Meruane’s description of Jaser’s big eyes, the cookies he offers her along the drive, 
and his Arab accent mold him as a “figure” in Meruane’s story. Further, when Jaser urges 
Meruane to return to Palestine ​para evitar que desaparezca​, he fulfills Rorty’s description of a 
figure as someone who “presents a life to be imitated” (542). During both trips in the cab, Jaser 
recommends that Meruane return to Palestine, and is the first one to suggest this trip to her. 
Meruane has said that none of the story itself is fictional, but she did employ fictional tools 
regarding specific imagined details in order to construct the narrative (Meruane 2014). Whether 
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or not he actually exists is not necessarily important; rather, it is his role as someone outside of 
Meruane’s Palestinian family urging her to connect with her roots that holds the most 
significance.  
Lina’s experience with a Jewish taxi driver in Israel toward the end of the chronicle sits 
in striking contrast to her trips with Jaser in New York City. Unlike the warm, personal 
description of Jaser, this Israeli driver remains unnamed. He, too, fits Rorty’s classification of the 
figure, since Meruane focuses on his physical characteristics, describing him as the 
hombre-de-la-kipá​ (64). Over the course of the drive back to where Meruane is staying, the 
cabbie expresses a number of anti-Arab sentiments. By the time Meruane exits the cab, all 
formalities have dissolved, and what remains between the two individuals is nothing but distaste 
for one another: 
No sé dónde estoy. No sé si este hombre me está dando la vuelta. Me animo a preguntar, 
parcamente. ¿No pidió que la trajera a Yafo? ¡Estamos en Yafo! En Jaffa, me digo. En 
Jaffa. Estoy conteniéndome para no gruñirle a este hombre que en ese momento se da 
vuelta y me ve la cara y me da una orden: smile! me dice, como si su edad le diera este 
derecho. Smile. Here. Your house in Yafo. (Meruane 64-65) 
The Israeli taxi driver’s blatant anti-Arab stance can be understood as his figurative 
identity, or one that represents an idealization (Rorty 542). Returning to Brah’s conception of the 
word diaspora, which she argues “invokes images of multiple journeys,” (178) Meruane’s trip in 
the Israeli taxi can be analyzed not just in the literal sense of her journey back to where she is 
staying while in Israel, but also a journey of identity. In the cab, Meruane faces an unnamed, 
impersonal figure whose traits distinguish him as the Zionist antagonist that she will ultimately 
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have to face if she chooses to accept her identity as a Chilean of Palestinian descent. When he 
pronounces the name of the city in the Israeli Jewish way, she corrects him and responds with the 
city’s Arab pronunciation. This is the moment she finally chooses to identify as Palestinian, 
spurred in large part by this anonymous taxi-driving figure whose main trait is not his kippah but 
his political and social position. 
A taxi driver could be described as someone who is cordial, polite, but not too nosey, and 
definitely not political so as to not stir the waters with their customers. However, both figures in 
this text break these tropes and very much verge into political territory. The political nature of 
these taxi conversations, which are such pivotal moments in the text, further satisfy one of 
Hicks’ three classifications of border writing — that it is inherently political. And similar to the 
case with Jaser, the question of whether the Israeli taxi driver exists is not of the utmost 
importance. Rather, his role in pushing Meruane to accept her Palestinian identity through his 
anti-Arab sentiments — as Jaser had done through his expression of Palestinian-Latino solidarity 
— is what matters more.  
 
On Genre and Positionality 
The scholar Tahia Abdel Nasser discusses how Meruane’s text “brings a uniquely Latin 
American contribution to the ‘narrative of return’ genre” that forms a part of the global 
Palestinian cultural production (243-244). Specifically, Nasser argues that Meruane’s memoir 
fits within the ‘narrative of return’ genre but lacks certain characteristics that are found in 
conventional narratives of return. She says that “[while [Meruane] undertakes a physical return 
to Palestine, she compares her encounter with Palestine to that of her father who retains the 
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memory of the homeland but could not return” (Nasser 244).  In addition to describing Palestine 
from the perspective of her father, Meruane also references her grandfather’s negated return to 
the West Bank and the political aftermath of the 1967 war: 
[Mi abuelo] intentó volver. Volver una vez, en vano. La Guerra de los Seis Días le 
impidió ese viaje. Se quedó con los pasajes comprados y la amargura de la desastrosa 
derrota que significó la anexión de los territorios palestinos . . . Esa pérdida lo lanzó a una 
vejez repentina e irreparable. Sin vuelta atrás. Como la vida de tantos palestinos que ya 
no pudieron o no quisieron regresar, que olvidaron incluso la palabra del regreso, que 
llegaron a sentirse (al igual de mis abuelos, dice mi padre) chilenos comunes y corrientes. 
(Meruane 12) 
The juxtaposition of her grandfather’s fraught attempt to return with her own journey into 
her family’s past suggests that these struggles, while not directly impacting her life, had a 
profound influence on the trajectory of her own experiences. Perhaps her grandfather’s 
experience of forgetting the word ‘return’ and becoming an ‘ordinary Chilean’ provided a 
sufficient amount of temporal and emotional distance to allow for Meruane to embark on this 
return herself. In the introduction to her 1985 anthology ​Women and Family in the Middle East: 
New Voices of Change​, Elizabeth Fernea discusses this inclusivity of experiences among Middle 
Eastern women writers, arguing that “it seems Middle Eastern women do not see the existing 
problems as exclusive to themselves [...] Self-identity is becoming important, but identity is still 
contextual.” (Fernea 2) While Meruane is not a ‘Middle Eastern woman’ in the sense that she 
was not born in Palestine and is writing from the position of someone who isn’t native to the 
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region, the constant and detailed connection between her own story and that of her Palestinian 
family speaks to the non-Western literary approach that Fernea describes.  
The unconventional pacing of ​Volverse Palestina​ is yet another way Meruane rejects 
conventional narrative constructions. The work is divided into three parts, each of which are 
divided into several subsections that are two to three paragraphs in length. The content of each of 
these smaller sections are summarized in a header above the paragraphs, none of which are given 
proper punctuation. As a result, the work reads like a polished diary. One early ‘entry’ into this 
narrative is even dated “jaffa-santiago: 24 de enero” (Meruane 32). Although it is an atypical 
structuring of narrative, the form of these short snippets of text matches the scenes they describe: 
they are descriptions of memories, either Meruane’s or those of her family, and include the sort 
of striking sensory details that might not appear to hold significance in the moment, but, for 
whatever reason, are what is remembered later. In an conversation with her father about a street 
name in her grandfather’s hometown, for example she recalls “the steaming coffee in his hand” 
— a seemingly insignificant detail that now forms a part of her journey to discover her family’s 
Palestinian heritage (Meruane 16).  
Occasionally, Meruane’s voice in these short blocks of texts interacts with itself in 
critical or self-conscious ways. “I throw a mental coin into the air,” she writes, just before she 
decides to travel to Palestine for the first time. “Si alguna invitación me lleva a Europa yo me 
estiraré hacia el Oriente por mis propios medios” (Meruane 33). The moments in which Meruane 
transparently describes her thought processes allow for the reader to witness the gradual changes 
in her frame of thought. When she briefly forgets about the ocean’s proximity to the West Bank, 
for example, she compares it to Tel Aviv’s prime location on the coast (Meruane 56). Although 
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Meruane does not usually expand on these sorts of thoughts, they represent how she is beginning 
to see everything through the perspective of Palestinians and the myriad ways their lives are 
affected by the ongoing occupation. 
In her 1987 work ​Resistance Literature​, Barbara Harlow discusses Kenyan writer Ngugi 
wa Thiong’o’s two classifications of literature, as outlined in his 1981 article “Literature in 
Schools”: first, that of oppression, and second, that of the struggle for liberation. Harlow argues 
that although Ngugi’s proposed division had “immediate and direct relevance to the political and 
cultural situation in contemporary post-colonial Kenya,” this alternative method for classifying 
literature is useful for literary criticism in the West. The division, she says, “contests the 
ascendancy of sets of analytic categories and formal conventions, whether generic, such as novel, 
sonnet, tragedy, etc.; national-linguistic; literary-historical; or fiction and nonfiction.” (Harlow 9) 
Although Meruane’s narrative deals with an entirely different sociopolitical context than the 
works of Ngugi, ​Volverse Palestina​ resists categorization under the conventional literary 
classifications. The work is often referred to as a ‘chronicle,’ but it contains elements of fiction 
and does not follow a temporally linear progression. This raises an important question: can 
Volverse Palestina​ be considered a politically charged resistance narrative? 
There are a few issues of concern regarding this line of thought. First, the very nature of 
Meruane’s return to Palestine. Since she did not stay long enough within the Palestinian 
territories to truly experience life under military occupation, it was a “​visitar​” (“visit”) as stated 
in her own words.  Another concern is Meruane’s half-Palestinian heritage. Although the 16
16 See full quote on page 16, “​apenas un visitar​” (Meruane 11). 
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chronicle focuses on Meruane’s connection to her Palestinian roots, it only hints at her 
half-Palestinian ancestry.  17
These concerns pose the greatest obstacle to reading this work as an entry into the canon 
of resistance literature. How can ​Volverse Palestina​ meet the criteria for the type of literature 
outlined by Ngugi if Meruane has never truly lived as a member of an oppressed people? The 
natural conclusion, then, would be to consider the chronicle as an entry into the Western literary 
canon. But it does not find a home there, either. Harlow writes that “essential to the narratives of 
resistance is the demand they make on the reader in their historical referencing and the burden of 
historical knowledge such referencing enjoins” (80). Although Meruane has never lived in the 
town of her ancestors or experienced life under Israeli military occupation, these places and 
experience form the foundation of her own life story and that of her family members. By so 
closely incorporating the narrative of Palestinian emigration to Chile with the history of her own 
family, Meruane blurs the line separating her personal history with that of Chile’s Palestinian 
community. In doing so, she gives shape to a novel form of the Palestinian “narrative of return” 
genre, one that embraces the diaspora as a legitimate space to explore and develop a distinct 
Palestinian consciousness. In this hybrid literary form, Meruane’s chronicle mirrors the 
unsettlement of her diasporic subjects by crafting a text that remains unsettled in terms of genre 
status. 
Considerations of Meruane’s positionality as a writer and her approach to genre in 
Volverse Palestina​ are useful tools for analysis because they represent ways in which the text 
diverges from the European, imperialist, bourgeois perspective that makes up the vast majority 
17 On page 12, Meruane indirectly mentions that her mother is not of Palestinian descent, but does not specify her 
ancestry.  
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of Western literature. All forms of narrative that meaningfully incorporate a non-Western 
perspective have qualitative importance because they object to the idea that this Eurocentric 
perspective is the only one worth memorializing in literature. 
 
Conclusion 
 
For more than seventy years, the people of historic Palestine have suffered physical, 
cultural, and historical violence at the hands of the state of Israel and the followers of the Zionist 
project, the implications of which extend far beyond the imaginary borders of Israel/Palestine. 
For the Palestinian community in Chile, these events have redefined not just what it means to be 
Palestinian, but what it means to affirm and preserve the memories of their Palestinian ancestors. 
Lina Meruane’s literary contribution to this complex and politically charged process of return is 
a necessary addition to the contemporary literary canon not just for Chileans with Palestinian 
ancestry who hope to reconnect with their own heritage, but also for those who know little about 
the conflict and Chile’s Palestinian community. The narrative of ​Volverse Palestina​ serves as an 
refreshingly accessible entry point into an ongoing, ever-changing narrative of an oppressed 
people whose experiences stand apart as the conclusion of the conflict is still unclear.  
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